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Interferencefringeswithdifferentperiodsareprojectedonanobjectsurface.Thereisaconstantphase

pointwherethephaseofthefringeiskeptataconstantvaluewhiletheperiodisscanning.Multiple
opticalfieldswithdifferentperiodsontheobjectsurfacearemadefromdetectedphasesofthefringes.The
multipleopticalfieldsarebackpropagatedtotheconstantphasepointofthephasewhereallofthephases
ofthemultiplebackpropagatedfieldsbecomethesamevalueandtheamplitudeofthesumofthemultiple
backpropagatedfieldsbecomesmaximum.Thedistanceofthebackpropagationprovidesthepositionof
theobjectsurface.Someexperimentsshowthatthismethodcanmeasureanobjectsurfacewithdiscon-
tinuitiesofseveralmillimeterswithhighaccuracyofseveralmicrometers.c2007OpticalSocietyof
America
OCIScodes:120.2650,120.6650,120.3180.

1. Introduction

Moire and丘inge projection techniques are noncon-

tact optical techniques that have been widely applied

in industry for measuring the 3D profile of object

surfaces 【1J. These two techniques use the fringe pat-

terns projected onto the object surfaces, which are

generated with either a grating or two laser beams.

The surface profile of the object is obtained from a

phase distribution of the斤inge patterns which is

calculated by the Fourier transform method 【21 or by

the phase-shifting method 【3】 Since the phase dis-

tribution of the fringe pattern lies in the range from

-it to tt, spatial phase unwrapping must be carried

out to recover the surface profile. However, since the

phases of two adjacent measurement points are com-

pared and connected in spatial phase unwrapping, it

is impossible to recover the surface profile with dis-

continuities such as height steps or spatially isolated

surfaces, which cause phase jumps larger than 2-n.

The moire and斤inge projection techniques using

only one-period斤inge projection are di伍cult to mea-

sure object surfaces with the discontinuities.
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Recently some methods 【4-101 using multiperiod

fringe projection have been proposed to measure ob・

ject surfaces with the discontinuities. These methods

have some analogy with multiwavelength inter-

ferometer techniques 【11-13]. One basic idea of the

multiperiod fringe projection technique is to use a

hnge pattern with a large period, which makes the
phase jump smaller than 2T for the spatial phase

unwrapping. Since the measurement accuracy is not

high when the period of the fringe is large, fringe

patterns of small periods are used to improve the

accuracy. A simple method based on this idea has

been reported in [4] in which just two different pen-

ods were used. This idea was developed by using

fringe patterns of several periods for measuring dis-

continuous objects with a higher accuracy as de-

scribed in 【5】 Another basic idea of multiperiod

fringe projection technique is to use the intensity or

phase change of the projected fringe pattern on each

measurement point of the object surface when the

fringe period is scanned. A method using the mten-

sity change in a shadow moire pro丘Iometry was re-
°　′

ported in [6]. The intensity change with time was a

sinusoidal wave form on each point of the object sur-

face, and the height distribution on the object was

proportional to the frequency of the intensity change.
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Since the Fourier transform was used to obtain the

frequency of the intensity change, the wavenumber

or the reciprocal of the fringe period must be in-

creased exactly at the same interval. Also in multi-

period fringe projection, a similar method using the

intensity change and its frequency was reported in

【91. A method using the phase change on each mea-

surement point was reported in [7], which is called

the temporal phase-unwrapping method. Interfer-

ence hnges with different periods were projected on

the object surface at different times. The wrapped

phase values measured during the scanning of the

fringe period were unwrapped along the time axis on

each measurement point. The height of the object

surface on each point was obtained from the total

value 【8] of the phase change, which occurred during

the scanning of the fringe period. The measurement

accuracy of this method using the total value is not so

high because only the two phase values at the largest

and the spallest fringe periods are used and the in-

termediate phase values are discarded. In 【9】 these

intermediate phase values were used to estimate the

gradient of the phase change, which provided the

height of the object surface in the same way as that in

multiwavelength interferometers. Several methods

using multiperiod fringe projection were compared

through numerical simulations and very simple ex-

periments in [9,10]. It is important for achieving a

higher measurement accuracy to use effectively all

phase values obtained during the scanning of the

fringe period. Another important thing in the tempo-

ral phase-unwrapping method is how to realize a con-

stant phase point where the phase of the fringe

pattern does not change while the period of the fringe

pattern is scanned. For example, in [8】 the rotation

axis of the mirror was used as the constant phase

point. The exactness of the constant phase point di-

rectly affects the measurement accuracy.

In this paper a multiperiod fringe projection is ex-

ecuted with an interferometer in a similar way to [81.

However using sinusoidal phase-modulating inter-

ferometry enables us to produce exactly the constant

phase point of the fringe pattern by a phase-lock

technique 【14】. The constant phase point produced

electrically in this paper has higher accuracy than

that produced mechanically in 【8】. Amplitudes and

phases of the fringe patterns with different periods on

the object surface are detected by using sinusoidal

''` phase-modulating interferometry [15】. Optical fields

ーf the different fringe periods on the object surface*　　　　　　　ー

音　芝re made from the detected amplitudes and phases.
Since the optical丘elds on the constant phase point
are not

Period, the optical fields on each point of the object

surface are backpropagated to the constant phase

Point. When the backpropagated fields reach the con-
stant phase point, the amplitude of the sum of the

backpropagated fields with the different fringe peri-

-ds becomes maximum and its phase becomes zero.

The backpropagation distance from each point of the

叫ect to the constant phase point provides the posi-
hon of the object surface. This method is hereafter

calledthebackpropagationmethod.Simulations

makeitclearthatmeasurementresultsbythe

backpropagationmethodarenotsensitivetonoises

containedinthemeasuredphase.Althoughtheback-

propagationmethodneedsalongcomputationtime,

itachievesameasurementaccuracyhigherthanthe

othermethodsinthemultiperiodfringeprojection.In

experiments,asteppro丘Iemadebygaugeblocksand

astepprofilemadebyaluminumplatesaremea-

sured.Itiscon丘rmedintheexperimentsthatadis-

tanceofseveralmillimeterscanbemeasuredwitha

highaccuracyofseveralmicrometersbyusingthe

backpropagationmethodinthemultiperiod斤mge

projection.

2.Principle

Aschematicforthemultiperiodfringeprojectionin-

terferometryisshowninFig.1.Twoplanewavesof

wavelength¥propagatingindifferentdirectionspro-

duceaparallelinterferencefringeinthespace.The

coordinatesystem(xp,yp,zp)isinvolvedwiththe

斤ingepatternasshowninFig.1.Theintersecting

anglesbetweenthetwowavesandthezpaxisare

±9m,respectively.Theperiodofthe斤ingepatternis

expressedbyPm-入/26msincesin9r宕when6r

issmall.Changingtheintersectingangles6mas

en。サ"i,‥andeM_!,theperiodsofthe斤mgepattern
PmarescannedasPo,Pu...,andPM-¥accordingly.

Thephaseoftheinterferencefringeatxp-0iskept

atit/2duringtheperiodscanningbyusingafeed-

backcontrolsystem.Thephasedistributioninthe

coordinatesystem(ェyp,zp)iswrittenas

'汀

α 1(zP, xp) =k-xp+豆,
o

where km - 2n/Pm, and it is called the wavenumber

of the fringe pattern.

It is assumed that there is a point object Q on the

surface of the object. An image of the point is formed

Fig. 1. Schematic for multiperiod fringe projection and detection

of the fringe patterns by sinusoidal phase-modulating interferom-

etry.
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on a detection plane with an afocal imaging system.

Another coordinate system (ェ, y, z) involved with the

imaging system is defined. The original O of the co-

ordinate system {x,y,z) is the same as that of the

coordinate system {xp, yp, zp). The z axis is parallel to

the optical axis of the imaging system. The intersec-

tion angle of the axiszp and the axisz is 2β. The phase

distribution in the coordinate system (∫, y, z) is writ-

ten as

lll

α-(エ,z)=k-(.エcos2β+zsin2β)十百　(2)

The position of the point object Q is expressed by

∫- xo and z - zo. The magnification of the imaging

system is assumed to be a unit for the sake of sim-

plicity. The size of an object is limited to less than the

aperture of the afocal imaging system. The position of

x - 0 on the detection plane corresponds to the orig-

inal 0 and the image of the point object Q is formed

at x -エO on the detection plane. The interference

fringe intensity oscillates sinusoidally in the direc-

tion of the xp axis with the form ofa cos c山ct in order

to incorporate the sinusoidal phase-modulating inter-

ferometry. Then the following interference signal pro-

duced by the point object (5 is detected on the

detection plane:

M*O, t) -Am +Bm cos[a cos <Jct +α′轟)> zo)]>

m-0,...,M-1. (3)

The amplitude Bm and the phase α , of the interfer-

ence signal are calculated with the sinusoidal phase

modulation method. The calculated value of α (zo) is

wrapped in the range between -T and ¶. Since the

original point of the coordinateェon the detection

plane is decided by finding a position where the phase

α is a constant value oftt/2 during the scanning of

the fringe period, the coordinate x。 of the object is

provided by the position of the detection plane. The

following phase α〝 is extracted from the phase

α,(jcO,zo) by subtracting the value of kmxQ cos 2β

4- tt/2 from the calculated value of比 M'.

cw(zo) - kmzo sin 2β・ H

The range of α r(zO) is between 2nT　-　tx and

2/iTr + tt, where n is an integer value and the com-

ponent of2/iir is removed from the α z(zo). Since the

coordinate x。 of the object is known, a method that is

called the backpropagation method is used to get the

coordinate zo of the point object.

In the backpropagation method, the detected丘eld

of the point object Q is made as

Dm(xo, zo) - Bm exp[/amz(20)].　　(5)

When the detected丘eld Dm is backpropagated to a

position 2, the backpropagated field of Um(ェ0, 2) is

given by
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Um(エ0,2)-Dmexp[-jαr(ォ)],"1-0,.-,M-1.

(6)

Thesumofthebackpropagatedfieldsoverallofkm

producesthefollowingreconstructionheldasafunc-

tionofthebackpropagationpositionz:

.V/-1M-1
uR(z)-XUm(z)-2Kexp[-jSkm(z-zo)],(7)

m=。m=O

whereSistheinclinecoefficientthatiswrittenas

S-sin2βandkmisthewavenumberofthefringe

pattern.kmisexpressedaskm-ko+m&k,whereA/j

isthescanningintervalofkm.IfAmandzDarede-

notedbyAm-1andzD-z-zQ,Eq.(7)isreducedto

UR(z) - exp
(M-1)..1。 sinI筈AkzDSt

sin芸kkzoS

- Afl exp(ルR)・

Therefore the amplitude AR of UR is given by

M

(9)

where Bk - MAk is the scanning range. When zD
is close to zero, Eq. (9) can be approximated as

AR - M sin(MWzD)/{MWzD), where W - kkS/2. The

phase distribution ¢R of UR is given by

4>/?- -ho・誓A&¥SzD--kcSzD, (10)
where kc - ko - [{M - 1)/2]AA is the centralwave-
number.

From Eqs. (9) and (10), the amplitude ofAR be-

comes maximum and its phase ¢　becomes zero at

zD - 0 where z is equal to the coordinate zo of the

point object Q. From this basic characteristic, the

coordinate zQ of the object point Q can be obtained.

Now the measurement of the surface profile S of an

object is considered as shown in Fig. 2. The coordi-

nate z of each point on the surface of the object is

calculated with the backpropagation method de-

scribed above. To get the height distribution of the

surface, a reference plane Aβ is de丘ned as shown in

Fig. 2. The intersecting angle between the reference

plane and the coordinate x is β so that the interfer-

ence fringe reflected by the reference plane propa-

gates in the direction of the z axis, which is the optical

axis of the imaging system. The coordinateエr of the

reference plane corresponding to the object point Q is

expressed as



Fig. 2. Height h from standard plane AB in measurement of

surface pro丘Ie S.

エr-xQcos β+zQsin β　　　　　(ll)

The heighth normal to the reference plane on a point

;*?,.) is given by

h(xr, yr)-(zo　エtanβ(COSβ　　(12)

3. Numerical Analysis

Characteristics of the backpropagation method are

discussed in this section. The scanning interval ofkr

is given by

Ak-岩i(孟pm-i,
(kM-l - ko)

M-1 (13)

Since Um{z) is a discrete function with respect to kr

UR(z) becomes a periodic function with respect to z.

Considering Eqs. (4ト(7), the period of UR(z) or the

measurement range ofz is given by [11]:

2T

2-nv AkSl
(14)

The phase <S>R changes linearly with respect to z, and

its period, which is called the central period, is given

by Eq. (10):

Pr-
2tt　　2PoPm_ 1

kcS (Po+Pu-i)S-
(15)

Figure3showsthesimulationresultsoftheback-

propag
fringe霊method.Thescanningperiodofthe

。m200t。4。。jxmwithM=6,A&=0.0031(rad/トm),β-45-,andzrズ-2000nm.
Thevalueofzois1525l⊥m.TheamplitudeBmofthe

interferencesignalisaconstantvalueof1forallPn
Figure3indicatesthattheamplitudedistributionAR

-iURhasamaximumvalueatz-zAanditsphase
distributioncj>flhasazerovalueat2-z^withthe

PeriodPcof266.7ドm.Whenthereisnoerrorinthe

measurement,thevaluesofzAandz^areequalto
thepositionzQofthepointobject.

Itisassumedthatthemeasuredphasedistribution

%containsameasurementerrorthathasanormal
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Fig. 3. Simulation results of the backpropagation method for one

point object, (a) Amplitude distribution, (b) phase distribution.

distribution function with the average value of zero
and the standard deviation value ofa. The simulation

results in the condition ofa -　0.36 rad are shown

in Fig. 4. In this case, both values ofzA and z◆

are different from the real value of zO, where

zA - 1579 ^⊥m and ze - 1531トJim. Therefore the po-

sition of2e is not greatly affected by the noise com-

pared to the position ofzA. The accurate value ofzQ is

obtained from the position ofz^ where the difference

between zA and zo is less than Pc/2-

6
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Fig. 4. Simulation results of the backpropagation method when

the measured phase distribution contains a measurement error

with standard deviation cr of 0.36 rad. (a) Amplitude distribution,

(b) phase distribution.
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Fig. 5. Unwrapped result of measured phase distribution αm,

which contains a measurement error with standard deviation a of

0.36 rad.

The phase gradient of the measured phase distri-

bution α is also used to get the position zQ of the

object. In the method using the phase gradient, which

is called the phase gradient method hereafter, the

phase distributions α^ obtained from the interfer-

ence signal are unwrapped with respect to different

values of km as shown in Fig. 5. The values of α7712

shown in Fig. 5 are not on a linear line because of the

noise with a - 0.36 rad. A linear line is丘tted for the

values ofα　with the least-squares method to obtain

the phase gradient q, which is given by

q-謡-zOsin2β　(16)

The value ofzo obtained from the value ofq is denoted

by2g-

Comparing the phase gradient method and the

backpropagation method, some simulations were
done for the noises with the different values of ex. Two

hundred trials at a丘xed value of iT were carried out

to obtain the average and standard deviation value of

zg, zA, and zs. The results describing the standard

deviations are shown in Table 1, where S{w} means
the standard deviation of w. It was made clear from

the simulation that zg and zA have the same charac-

teristics. The differences between the average value

ofzA and the value ofzo are within a few tenths ofa

micrometer. The differences between the average

value of zs and the value ofzo are within a few mi-

crometers. At cr - 0.36 rad, the value ofS{ze} becomes

large because in some trials the difference between zA

and zo is larger than Pc/2 and the value ofze is

shiRed by one period Pc from a value of -zo. The

Table 1. Standard Deviations ofzg, zA, and ze for Different Values of tr

whenz。 = 1525 jim

(∫

(rad)　　　　0.06　　　　0. 12　　　　0.24　　　　0.36

S{zJ (pin)

S{zA] (pun)

S(26} ((Jim)

4.7

4.7

0.9

8.6

8.6

2.1

18.1　　　　32.8

18.1　　　　32.8

4.1　　　　20.2
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standard deviation value ∫ of the noise in the exper-

iment described in the next section is estimated to be

・0.12 rad. It is concluded that the value ofzd ob-

tained from the backpropagation method has a

higher accuracy than the value ofzg

4. Experiment

A. Experiment Setup

The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 6. A 50 raW

laser diode is used as the light source. A laser beam

collimated with a lens Lo is divided into two beams by

beam splitter BSl. The beams reflected from mirror

Ml and mirror M2 produce the interference fringe.

Piezoelectric transducer 1 (PZTl) changes the angle

0 of mirror 1, which changes the periods Pm of the

interference fringe. The piezoelectric transducer 2

(PZT2) vibrates with frequency fc of 125 Hz to pro-

duce the sinusoidal phase modulation in the interfer-

ence fringe. The interference fringe is divided into

two parts by beam splitter BS2. One part is incident

on a photo diode (PD), which detects the interference

signal at one point ofxf. Considering Eqs. (1) and (3),

the detected interference signal is given by

lm{t, xf) -Am +Bm cos(a cos coct +kmxf). (17)

In the feedback control circuit, a feedback signal

of Sf - Bm cos(kmxf) is produced by eliminating the

dc component of Am and sampling Im{t,xf) when
cos(toc0 - 0. A feedback control signal made from the

signal Sr is applied to the PZT2 so that S, becomes

zero by moving mirror M2. Thus the feedback control

system makes the phase of the point xf fixed at tt/2

while the period Pm of the interference fringe is

changed. The point xf is defined as the origin point of

the xp axis orェaxis, and the expression ofEq. (1) is

realized. The other part of the interference fringe is

projected on the surface of the object. The image of

the object's surface is formed with the afocal imaging

system whose magnification is M12 - fjf¥, where /¥
and fi are the focal length ofLx and L2, respectively.

A high-speed CCD camera with the frame period of



1ms is used to detect the sinusoidally phase一

modulated interference fringe.

B. Experiment Results

First an optical surface with a step profile made by

of

the step profile was lOOOト⊥m. The parameters used

in the experiment were as follows: Px - 249.8トLm,

P。 - 285.2l⊥m, P3 - 332.6l⊥m,P4 - 400.3nm, Ak

- 0.0031rad/|xm, β　- 45C　　　-　2000(xm, Pc

- 266.7fxm, fx = 100mm, andf2 - 50mm. The

image size on the x-y plane of the CCD image sensor

were 256 × 240 pixel with pixel size of7.4 |xm, and

the measuring region on the object was -3.8 mm

x 3.6mm with〟12 - 1/2. Figure 7 shows the am-
plitude AR and phase <S>R for one measuring point of

x - 1.45 mm andy - 1.79 mm on the objectsurface.

From these results, the measured value ofzQ orz^ was

2862 fxm. The measured value of h calculated with

Eq. (9) was 998 jxm atthe point ofx - 1.45 mm and

y - 1.79mm. Figures 8 and 9 show the measured

height distribution h over the reference plane and

alongone line ofy - 1.79 mm, respectively, where the

notation ofェis the x axis of the reference plane.

Because of the shadow of the step pro丘Ie, there is no

interference signal reflected from xr - 0.98 mm to

xr - 1.95 mm. The average value of the height dif-

ference H on the line ofy - 1.79mm was 998 ¥⊥m.

The measurements were repeated at intervals of a

few minutes. The measurement repeatability of

-2.5トtm was obtained from the rms value of the

differences of the measurement results.

Next a rough surface of aluminum with a step pro一

別e was used as the object. Since the average height

of the step pro丘Ie was -2 mm, the measurement

5
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-5
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(b )

I I

- ..- ..- .... ..- - .-
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. : Z ¢ ■

2600　2700　2800　2900　3000

z (nm)

Fig. 7. Backpropagation results for one point ofェ0 - 1.45 mm,

y = 1.79 mm on the object surface, (a) Amplitude distribution, (b)

phase distribution.

Fig. 8. Measured height distribution of the step pro丘Ie made by

two gauge blocks.

range zmax was set at 2521 j上m in the condition that

the value of p was 16- and the scanning interval A&

was 0.0046 rad/^m. When β was 16-, the size of the

shadow on the lower surface of the object caused by

the edge point of the step pro丘Ie became small. To
decrease the random noise in the measurement of

rough surface, the following six periods of the

interference fringe were used: Px　- 177.9pjn,

P。 -　205.8トJim, P3　-　243.3ト⊥m, P4　=　297.1j⊥m,

P5　-　376.2ixm, and P6　-　501.0/xm, where Pc

- 484.6 fxm. The measuring region was -7.6 mm

X 7.2mmwithfy - 100mm,f2 - 25mm, andM12
- 1/4. Figure 10 shows the height distribution of the

step profile, where the height distributions of the

upper and lower surfaces forming the step pro丘Ie are

drawn with the separated axis of h. The measured

value of the height Hbetween the central point on the

two measuring surfaces of the step profile was

2070 pim. The measurement repeatability of 7.5 1⊥m

was obtained by repeating the measurement three

times at intervals ofa few minutes. This repeatability

was larger than that in the measurement of the op-

tical surfaces of gauge blocks because the measure-

xr (mm)

Fig. 9. Cross section of the measured height distribution ofFig. 8

aty - 1.79mm.
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Fig. 10. Measured height distributions of two rough surfaces

forming the step profile.

ment error in phase α became larger for the rough

su血ce.

5. Cone山sion

A multiperiod fringe projection interferometry by us-

ing the backpropagation method was presented. The

feedback technology was incorporated to keep the

phase on one point of the object surface at ir/2 during

the scanning of the fringe period. In the backpropa-

gation method the optical fields with different fringe

periods were backpropagated to the stationary point

of the phase. The position of the object surface was

obtained from the distance of the backpropagation on

which the amplitude of the sum of the backpropa-

gated optical fields became maximum and its phase

became zero. The simulation made it clear that the

backpropagation method had a measurement accu-

racy higher than the phase gradient method. The

measurement repeatability was 2.5 fxm for the opti-

cal surface profile with a step height ofl mm made by

the gauge blocks, and it was 7.5 ¥⊥m for the rough

surface profile with a step height of -2 mm made by

the aluminum plates.
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